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Babayan Culture House Foundation,
The Hague, The Netherlands,
27280209 - Haaglanden.

Operating procedure:
Babayan Culture House is a non-profit Foundation which has a Board. The Foundation organises
projects whereby for each project an appropriate organisational form is determined. The
Foundation owns no space of its own.
If necessary, space and facilities required by the Foundation can be acquired or rented.
Objectives:
- To offer and organise temporary living and working facilities to visual artists to enable them
to gain inspiration and practical experience in Turkey and the Netherlands.
- To encourage contact between cultures.
- To organise activities and projects in Turkey and the Netherlands, particularly of visual art
but also all other art forms, and thereby stimulating intercultural exchange.
Implementation:
- To initiate and organise exchange projects between visual artists from The Netherlands &
Turkey & Abroad.
- To initiate and organise art projects with visual artists of all nationalities.
- Interested artists from other art disciplines than visual arts are invited to participate and
organise projects within the cultural and art initiatives of the Babayan Culture House
Foundation.
- Subject to compensation, making available temporary housing/studio space and other
facilities for professional artists of visual art and other art disciplines of all nationalities
(artist-in-residence).
- The initiation and organisation of workshops, courses, readings, forums, discussion-platforms
and meetings of all kinds.
- To support, gather and give information to participants about public activities such as
exhibiting in foreign countries and arranging for the necessary publications.
- To offer a constant, supportive and strong art network.
- Exchange of information and co-operation with organisations of similar or related purposes.
- All activities can be of a temporary or permanent nature, depending on the purpose of the
activities or projects.
- Fund-raising.
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